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Phase diagram of the integer quantum Hall effect
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~Received 31 May 2000!

The phase diagram of the integer quantum Hall effect is numerically determined in the tight-binding model,
which can account for overall features of recently obtained experimental phase diagram with direct transitions
from high plateau states to the insulator. In particular, the quantum Hall plateaus are terminated by two distinct
insulating regimes, characterized by the Hall resistance with classic and quantized values, respectively, which
is also in good agreement with experiments. The physical origin of this peculiar phase diagram is discussed.
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The previously proposed1 theoretical global phase dia
gram ~GPD! of the quantum Hall~QH! effect predicts that
only the n51 QH liquid state is adjacent to the insulato
while higher QH plateau states do not neighbor with
insulator as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. As a result,
a direct transition from higher QH plateau (n.1) states to
the insulator is prohibited. However, a series of recent
perimental measurements2–4 have indicated a phase diagra
with qualitatively different topology. Most recently, it ha
been established experimentally by Hilkeet al.5 that direct
transitions fromn51,2, . . . ,7 to theinsulating phase can a
take place as clearly shown in Fig. 1~b!. These experiments
have challenged the basic theoretical understanding of
systems6 at weak magnetic field.7

These QH liquid-insulator transitions have also exhibi
distinct properties in different regimes. For example, the H
resistancerxy remains quantized ath/e2 ~Refs. 8 and 9! in
the transition region between then51 QH state and the
insulator at strong magnetic field or low Landau-level~LL !
filling factor nn , even though the longitudinal resistancerxx
already increases almost by one order of magnitude ab
the valueh/e2 in the same region denoted as II in Fig. 1~b!.
By contrast, at weak magnetic field or highernn , rxy near
the critical region of then.1 QH states to insulator trans
tion becomesnn dependent3 and is very close to the class
valueB/nec rather than the quantized value. In fact, such
classic behavior ofrxy has been found2,8 to persist well into
an insulating regime designated by I in Fig, 1~b!, which sug-
gests that there are two distinct insulating regimes surrou
ing the QH liquid states as opposed to the single one.1

Direct transitions between then.1 QH states and the
insulator have been already found in the tight-binding mo
~TBM! based on numerical calculations.10–12 But the rel-
evance of such a lattice model to the experiment is s
controversial,13 since the strength of the magnetic field us
ally cannot be reduced weak enough to directly simulate
realistic situation within the numerical capacity. Therefore
is particularly important to identify the overall phase di
gram and corresponding transport properties in such a m
in order to understand the underlying physics and establi
real connection with the experiments.

In this paper, we obtain a numerical ‘‘global phase d
gram’’ for the integer QH effect based on the TBM and t
results are summarized in Fig. 1~c!. The topology of the
phase diagram is strikingly similar to the experimental o
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shown in Fig. 1~b!, and in particular the insulating phase
indeed divided into two regimes: In a strong disorder a
low-magnetic-field region~insulator I!, the Hall resistance
follows a classic value while the longitudinal resistan
shows insulating behavior; in a weak disorder and hig
magnetic-field region~insulator II!, we find thatrxy remains
at the quantized valueh/e2 near the transition region eve
whenrxx increases up to 8h/e2. Both are in good agreemen
with the aforementioned experiments. Finally we provide
physical interpretation of the nature of the present n
float-up phase diagram based on the calculation of the e
librium edge current.

The phase diagram in Fig. 1~c! can be determined by
following the trace of extended levels by continuously tuni
the disorder strength or magnetic fieldB. The position of
each extended level forms a boundary that separates a g
QH plateau state from another QH state or the insulat
phase, and can be identified by the peak~which is sample
size independent! of the density of states carrying a nonze
Chern number,10,13 calculated based on the TBM Hami
tonian H52(^ i j &e

iai j ci
1cj1H.c.1( iwici

1ci , which is
characterized by two parameters: the magnetic flux per
quettef5(hai j 52p/M and the disorder strengthW of the
random uncorrelated disorder potentialwi : uwi u,W/2. The
result shown in Fig. 1~c! is calculated atM564. In the
Chern number calculation, the sample size is up to 64364.
The position of an extended level can be equally identifi
by the peak of the longitudinal conductancesxx , which co-
incides with the Chern number result, but this latter meth
has an advantage as it can be applied to much weaker m
netic fields. AtM5384, the sample size in calculatingsxx is
up to Lx5200 and Ly5103M using the transfer-matrix
method.14 The phase diagram in Fig. 1~c! remains essentially
the same as we continuously change the magnetic flux f
M58 to 384. Note thatWc ~which depends on the magnet
field B) is the critical value at which the last QH platea
state disappears and the system becomes an insulator.

The similarity between the numerical phase diagram@Fig.
1~c!# and the experimental one@Fig. 1~b!# is striking. A simi-
lar experimental phase diagram is also obtained earlie
Ref. 2. Several detailed features in Fig. 1~c! are worth men-
tioning. Firstly, starting from the strong-magnetic-field ins
lator II and reducingB continuously at a fixed electron den
sity, we obtain numerically a dashed curveA shown in Fig.
1~c! that cuts through different phases with a transition p
15 363 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The phase diagram in disorder vs 1/nn plane.~a! Theo-
retic global phase diagram predicted in Ref. 1.~b! Experimental one
in Ref. 5.~c! The present numerical result. Note that the scan linA
in ~c! corresponds to a constantVG line in ~b! ~see text!.

FIG. 2. Hall resistancerxy ~in units ofh/e2) as a function ofnn

along the scan line B in Fig. 1~c!. The dashed curve represents t
classic value of 1/nn(h/e2)5B/nec. ~a! rxy at different disorder
strengthW’s. The inset:rxx vs nn . ~b! The finite size effect ofrxy .
tern 021222320. @As B is reduced,W/Wc(B) increases
due to theB dependence ofWc]. Such a scan curve shoul
be equivalent to a constant gate voltageVG line in Fig. 1~b!
as the fixedVG means both the disorder strength and elect
density are constants. Secondly, one can clearly see tha
the higher extended levels as boundaries separating diffe
QH states are almost vertical lines in Fig. 1~c! which do not
‘‘float up’’ much in terms of the LL filling numbernn at
increasing disorder strength. The same non-float-up pic
also unequivocally shows in the experimental phase diag
of Fig. 1~b!. Only the lowest one which defines the bounda
betweenn51 and the insulator floats up, also in agreeme
with an earlier experiment.15

The scan curveA in Fig. 1~c! connects insulating regime
at two ends. Let us first focus on the insulating region I th
has a boundary neighboring with the high-plateau QH sta
Figure 2 shows the calculatedrxx andrxy versusnn at fixed
W @parallel to the scan line B illustrated in Fig. 1~c!#. The
prominent feature in this region is thatrxy follows the classic
behavior@the dashed curve in Fig. 2 denotes (1/nn)(h/e2)
5B/nec]: In Fig. 2~a!, the magnetic field is fixed atM
532 while different disorder strengths are considered. E

FIG. 3. ~a! The longitudinal resistancerxx and Hall resistance
rxy ~in units ofh/e2) versusnn along the scan line C in Fig. 1~c! at
M58. The inset: The scaling functionrxx5 f (dnn /n0) obtained
from the numerical calculation~1! and the experimental measure
ment ~Fig. 3 of Ref. 19! (d). ~b! Experimental data~Ref. 8! at
different temperatures~note thatrxx is in units of rc51.73h/e2

according to Ref. 8!.
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FIG. 4. The equilibrim edge
current~Ref. 24! ]n/]BuEf

vs nn .
It indicates that the QH plateau
are pinned at integernn8s until
their destruction by disorder.
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thoughrxx in the inset grows withW very quickly, rxy is
insensitive to disorders and remains close to the class
value atW54,5,6 (Wc53.5). The finite-size effect ofrxy is
shown in Fig. 2~b! at M516. By increasing the sampl
length L from 16 to 64, one sees thatrxy converges to the
dashed curve~the classic value! very quickly whereasrxx
keeps increasing monotonically with the sample size. I
noted that bothsxx and sxy calculated here are for squa
samplesL3L using Landauer14 and Kubo formulas, respec
tively, and more than 2000 disorder configurations are ta
at L564 and even more at smaller sample sizes.

Such a classic behavior ofrxy has been extensively ob
served experimentally2,3,8 in the weak-magnetic-field regime
rxy}1/nn in fact still holds at the critical point between th
QH liquid and insulating regime I as previously show
experimentally3 and numerically.16 Since LL’s are effec-
tively coupled together at weak field and strong disorde
we believe that this phenomenon reflects the fact that
regime I is basically an Anderson insulator:rxy is always
unrenormalized and remains at the classic value.17 In other
words, insulator I in Fig. 1~c! should continuously evolve
into the well-known Anderson insulator at zero magne
field without changing the classic behavior ofrxy while rxx
is always divergent in the thermodynamic limit at zero te
perature.

Now we consider the insulating regime II in Fig. 1~c!.
Along the scan line C in Fig. 1~c!, the results ofrxx andrxy
are presented in Fig. 3~a!. It shows thatrxy remains at quan-
tized valueh/e2 while rxx arises almost an order of magn
tude from the critical value atnnc into the insulator region.
This is in contrast to the aforementioned classic beha
rxy5(1/nn)h/e2 in regime I. Such a quantizedrxy exists in
the whole critical region along the boundary between thn
51 QH state and the insulator. The open circles in Fig. 1~c!
at W/Wc51 lies very close to the boundary of the two ins
lating regimes as indicated in our numerical calculatio
~how two regimes exactly cross over will need a more ca
ful study which is beyond the scope of the present paper!. It
is noted that in the transition region whererxy5h/e2 is ob-
al
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served, bothsxx and sxy satisfy a one parameter scalin
law,18 which suggests that it is a consequence related to
quantum phase transition.

The experimental results8 of rxx andrxy are presented for
comparison in Fig. 3~b!. It shows that the range ofnn for the
quantizedrxy and the corresponding values ofrxx are very
close to our numerical ones. Here the temperature dep
dence of the experimental data can be translated into thL
dependence of our numerical results atT50 through a
dephasing lengthLin . To further compare with the
experiments,19,20 the calculatedrxx as ascaling functionof
the relative LL filling number dnn5nn2nnc , i.e., rxx
5 f (dnL /n0), is shown in the inset of Fig. 3~a!, wheren0
5c0(L/ l 0)21/x, x52.3, andl 0 is the magnetic length (c0 is a
dimensionless constant!. The experimental data~from Fig. 3
of Ref. 19! are also plotted in the inset using theT-dependent
n0 and an excellent agreement over a wide range of the s
ing variables:22,dnn /n0,2 is clearly shown.

Here we note that in some experiments9 whether the
quantum critical regime is reached is still controversial a
there is an alternative explanation for the quantizedrxy re-
gime in which interactions may play21 a crucial role for a
nonscaling behavior of the transport coefficients. An imp
tant distinction between such an interaction case and
present theory is that in the former caserxy is always well
quantized in the insulating regime while the quantization
rxy in Fig. 3~a! is mainly confined around the critical poin
nnc with rxx,10 h/e2 and rxy eventually will start to dis-
tinctly grow with rxx asrxx further increases.22 Further ex-
perimental measurement in this regime may help to cla
this issue.

Finally, we would like to discuss a key physical distin
tion between the numerical phase diagram in Fig. 1~c! and
the GPD in Fig. 1~a!. In the latter case, all the QH boundarie
eventually float up tonn→` at B→0 with the LL plateau
structure in between remaining basically unchanged. Bu
both the TBM and the experiments, those verticaln.1 QH
boundaries@see Fig. 1~c!# do not markedly ‘‘float up’’ innn

with increasingW or reducingB such that each LL plateau in
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betweennever floats away: only the width of thenth QH
plateau is reduced and vanishes eventually at then→0 tran-
sition boundary. It then results in direct transitions and t
insulating regimes in Fig. 1~c!. A recent numerical work23

using short-range correlated disorders to smooth the la
effect has revealed that the non-float-up nature of plateau
robust and can survive at extremely weak magnetic fields
further understand this picture, we calculate the so-ca
equilibrium edge current24 which is proportional to]n/]BuEf

~Ref. 25! (n is the electron density andEf is the Fermi en-
ergy! and is L independent. The results~which are
B-independent! are present in Fig. 4 in which the peaks d
termine the centers of QH plateaus.24 Indeed, such a quantity
is continuously reduced with increasingW and eventually
diminishes atWc , but its peak positions atW,Wc never
move away which clearly indicates that the recovery of
Anderson insulator at strong disorder in the integer QH s
tem is due to the destruction of the plateaus instead of a
up of the whole QH structure towardsnn→`.
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To summarize, we have determined a numerical ph
diagram of the integer QH based on the TBM. The topolo
of such a phase diagram is remarkably similar to the exp
mental one obtained recently for the QH system. Two kin
of insulating regimes surrounding the QH plateau phase
identified whose transport properties, characterized by
classic and quantized values of the Hall resistance, res
tively, are also in good agreement with the experiments. T
nature of such a phase diagram can be understood as a
tinuous narrowing and collapsing of the QH plateaus wh
are pinned around discrete LL filling numbers without floa
ing away.
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